
Puppy Contract
 Agreement with Malinda Weber of Z Weberhaus German Shepherds.

 In consideration of my receiving the dog described below, I hereby agree to the following terms 
and conditions of Malinda Weber here after known as Weberhaus. 

This puppy's registered name will be decided by Weberhaus and end in z Weberhaus. 

Puppy's name_______________________________________________ 
Tattoo #__________________________ REG# _________________________________ 

I accept this dog as a household pet and agree that it will not live outdoors or be kept on a chain. 
I agree to obey all leash laws and not allow the dog roam freely. I agree to have the dog annually 
examined by a veterinarian and properly vaccinated on a schedule set by a licensed veterinarian 

in accordance to state and city regulations. 
I agree to have the dog on heartworm preventative all year long. 

I will inform Weberhaus if the dog is lost or stolen.

_______ I will NOT sell, trade or otherwise dispose of the dog in any way to any third party, but 
will return it at my expense to Weberhaus if I no longer wish to retain it. No refunds will be 

issued.

Weberhaus offers a 14 day health guarantee with proof of vet care provided for communicable 
diseases. If the dog becomes ill due to a serious problem you shall notify Weberhaus 

immediately, regardless of length of ownership of the dog.

 There is a 25-month hip guarantee on all puppies provided that they have been x-rayed at 12 
months of age and sent to Weberhaus for approval before being sent to an agency for 
evaluation. The puppy shall pass OFA or A-Stamp. Should the puppy not receive a passing 

rating and all guidelines are followed, we will replace the puppy with one of equal or greater 
value from a mutually agreed upon litter. Only one replacement puppy shall be given. The 

original puppy and papers shall be returned at the buyer’s expense to Weberhaus if you no longer 
wish to retain it. If you should decide to keep the original puppy, a replacement puppy will be 
given only when owner has provided proof of spay or neuter of original puppy to Weberhaus.
 Buyer is responsible for any shipping costs for replacement puppy and shipping costs of the 

original dog being returned in the event that buyer does not wish to keep the original dog. 
X-rays must be approved by Weberhaus before being submitted to ensure correct

positioning and appropriate resulting rating.

Should the puppy be bred before limited registration is lifted, all warranty is VOID. Should the 
puppy have an accident where bones are broken and/or bruised, the orthopedic guarantee is 

VOID.

 I also understand that should this dog be sold as a pet, it will be on limited registration only. 
Weberhaus does not suggest spay or neuter of dogs less than 20 months old unless medically 
necessary. It is proven these hormones are needed for the normal growth of the dog. Please 

contact us with questions or concerns so that we may help maintain a happy and healthy dog. 



Puppies sold as working or show prospects will be sold on limited registration until 24 months of 
age and have received a passing OFA rating or A-stamp, show rating (with dog’s ears standing 

and testicles descended if applicable), and working title (IGP1/HGH or higher) with proof 
provided to Weberhaus. At that time Weberhaus will sign over full registration for the dog in 

question. Weberhaus reserves the right to reclaim the dog if any of the above contract conditions 
are violated or if the dog is found to be neglected or abused. Weberhaus wishes to preserve and 

retain the integrity of the German Shepherd dog, as well as our breeding program, which is 
designed to maintain the breed as a working dog. 

Weberhaus cannot guarantee a dog’s ability to work or perform certain tasks at maturity.
Weberhaus offers lifetime breeder support. 

Description of Dog to be sold:

 PET____________ WORK/SHOW____________ Weberhaus Initial one.

 Puppy’s total price is $___________________ Deposit made?________ Shipping Yes/ No

Name of Dog__________________z Weberhaus Registration Number _____________________ 

Litter ___ ________________x______________ 

Breed: Czech German Shepherd Color: Sable/Bi Color/Black/Black&Tan 

Sex___________________ DOB____________________ Tattoo #_____________________ 

Microchip #_______________________________________ SOLD date_________________ 

Name of owner_______________________________________________ 

Address__________________________________________ City_________________ 

State________________ Zip____________ Phone____________________________ 

Email:_____________________________________
 I have carefully read and fully understand this agreement and my responsibility to this dog. By 

signing this agreement, I understand that this document shall become a legal and binding 
contract under the state of Kansas and all applicable state statutes. Any and all disputes will be 

handled in the state of Kansas 
Puppy Buyer 

________________________________________________________Date:_________________

Malinda Weber (Weberhaus German Shepherds) 2326 Pawnee Rd Ottawa KS, 66067 
913-486-2269 www.weberhausgsd.com weberhausgsd@hotmail.com

Weberhaus_________________________________________________________
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